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The Future of Comparative Law: Public
Legal Systems
By CLIFFORD LARSEN*

I. Introduction
Anyone who has studied or taught comparative law knows the
difficulties involved in that undertaking. One must become a sociologist, political scientist and anthropologist, as well as lawyer, who
understands not only his own legal system and a foreign legal system
generally, but also the precise area of legal study involved. Not surprisingly, most comparative law scholars limit themselves to the study
of a few substantive areas of comparison.
By contrast, the range of Rudolf Schlesinger's comparative law
inquiry clearly indicates just how monumental a scholar Professor
Schlesinger was. In his long career, Professor Schlesinger published
in the fields of formation of contracts generally, documentary letters
of credit, codification of commercial law, protection of goodwill
against unfair competition, monopolies in Germany and America,
basic principles of law as standards of law in arbitration, comparative
criminal procedure, conflicts of laws, comparative legal services for
the poor, proof of foreign law, the civil law system of notaries, the
teaching of foreign law, foreign exchange controls and the common
core of legal systems, among others. His textbooks are a main comparative law teaching resource. Thus, before interdisciplinary study
became popular, Professor Schlesinger was practicing the concept in
his research and writing.
Most notably, Professor Schlesinger was a leader in the area of
comparative private law. In this focus, he followed in the great tradition of Jhering and others, who created modem comparative law in
* B.A. Tulane, M.A. Oxon., J.D. Virginia; Associate Professor of Law, Wash-

ington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia.
1. See RudolfB. SchlesingerBibliography,43 AM. J. CO,%tp. L. 483 (1995).
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the first half of the nineteenth century. Indeed, since that time, private law research has dominated the field of comparative law. This
domination has its roots in the pre-nineteenth century European experience. Until the nineteenth century, attorneys, judges and jurists
in western European countries that shared the Roman law tradition
followed the centuries-old practice of citing the jurisprudence and legal writings from any continental European countries with a similar
legal heritage. The enactment of the Code Napoleon in 1803 changed
that tradition, however, by creating a truly nationallaw that alone determined private law rights and duties of a country's citizens. In turn,
the legal profession began to focus more exclusively on domestic legal affairs, rather than on the laws and jurisprudence from beyond
that State's borders.
Given this new national focus, the need arose for comparativists
to analyze the varying development of private law codes in different
continental countries. These private law codes were particularly important due to the absence, in many countries, of stable national constitutions in the American sense.2 It was the national private law
code that guaranteed such important principles as the freedom to
contract and the applicability of the same law to all classes of people.
To this day, comparative law continues to focus largely on private law concepts.3 Comparativists seek to compare and to contrast
different nations' private law, and where appropriate, to engage in
harmonization of private law principles. Many excellent comparative
law scholars continue to perform valuable work in traditional private
law subjects such as contracts, torts and conflicts of laws. This work
has influenced legislation and court decisions in many countries. In
addition, it is at least partially responsible for the achievement of
such notable successes as the enactment of the Uniform Commercial
Code in the United States, the creation of international treaties such
as the Convention on the International Sale of Goods and the international migration of successful private law entities such as the limited liability company. As international commerce continues to expand, the usefulness of this private law scholarship can only increase.
Unfortunately, comparative law's focus on private law has led to
2. For example, France had seven constitutions in a 25-year period around the
turn of the nineteenth century. See Gerhard Casper, Changing Concepts of Constitutionalism:18th to 20th Century, 1989 Sup. Cr. REv. 311, 317.
3. The distinction between public law and private law is fundamental in the civil
law tradition. See John H. Merryman, The Public Law-Private Law Distinction in
European and American Law, 17 J. PUB. L. 3 (1968).
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a neglect of public law issues. Although a few scholars, such as Professor Schlesinger, have addressed public law issues, many have not.
In fact, a reader looking at mainstream comparative law literature
would hardly know that the twentieth century is facing legal issues
different from those prevalent in the nineteenth century. Comparative law textbooks rarely discuss public law issues in any depth; instead, they focus largely on important private law and "anatomy of
the legal system" subjects such as basic contract and tort law principles, litigation methods and procedural law, the structure of the judicial system and of the legal profession, Roman law sources of civil
law and the spread of private civil law concepts around the world.4
The same generalization holds true for legal journals: they tend to
print primarily private law and "legal structure" articles.5
On its face, this neglect is hardly justifiable because, at least
since the end of the nineteenth century, public law has grown in importance. It has grown in importance relative to private law, as
Western societies have developed more established bodies of jurisprudence in traditional private law fields. It also has grown in importance absolutely, in the sense that it has played an ever-increasing
role in the life of the average citizen and of Western countries as a
whole. Since the rise of strong national States, public discussion and
debate have focused increasingly on the relationship between the
State and the individual, especially on the redistributive role the
State plays in society.
Perhaps most important for comparative law scholarship, public
law remains significantly different even among countries that share a
common legal culture. In the United States, the State, especially the
federal government, has long been viewed with mistrust, if not with
downright hostility. "Get government off the backs of the people" is
a concept as pervasive in America today as it was at the time of the
American Revolution. By contrast, most continental European
countries welcome State participation not only in various sectors of
the economy, but also as a guarantor of a fair division of wealth
4. One notable exception in this context is Kenneth L. Port's Comparative Law.
Law and the Legal Process in Japan (1996), which discusses not only some of these
traditionally private law topics, but also constitutional law, competition law, criminal
law, human rights and minority issues, administrative law and labor relations.
5. For example, a review of the issues of some of the major American comparative law journals over the past twenty years indicates that a majority of the articles
therein address private law and "legal structure" issues, rather than public law and
public legal system topics.
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among individuals and areas of the country. Public legal systems often reflect these different approaches. Thus, while comparative private law scholarship remains indispensable, the distinctive feature of
comparative law in years to come could well be that of public law.
Such a focus would recognize that, at the beginning of the twentyfirst century, public law issues are at the forefront of Western legal
systems and characterize differences among Western countries.
Some of these public law issues relate to concepts of individual
constitutional rights. Thus, comparative constitutional law research
sometimes focuses on similar types of rights that different countries
interpret differently. For example, in the abortion law context, both
the United States and Germany recognize a woman's privacy right,
but German law also recognizes the right of the unborn to human
dignity and thus to state protection.6 In other instances, comparative
constitutional law scholars consider how countries take a completely
different approach to individual public law rights. Thus, American
constitutional law often views rights in the relatively limited sense of
freedom from government interference. By contrast, German law
looks to constitutional principles such as human dignity and the free
development of the personality in finding positive rights that include
a state obligation to create certain living conditions for each citizen.
II. Legal Systems Deserving of Comparative Law Research
Comparative public law that focuses exclusively on individual
rights ignores a major part of the public law spectrum, however.
Since the rise of the administrative state, public law systems have
arisen that exert a major influence on the lives of every citizen, virtually from the cradle to the grave. These systems are worthy of analysis, perhaps as an example of a direction in which the United States
may consider moving, perhaps as an experience that America may
wish to avoid, and certainly as examples of systems that put perspective on our own approach to system issues and problems. Yet, despite the efforts of a handful of scholars, American comparative law
has paid relatively little attention to foreign systems. Some of the
many legal systems regarding which additional comparative law research could be useful include the following:

6. See, e.g., Edward J. Eberle, Human Dignity, Privacy, and Personality in German and American ConstitutionalLaw, 1997 UTAH L. REv. 963.
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A. School Systems
American school systems are in a period of upheaval. Although
the U.S. Supreme Court has refused to find unconstitutional traditional state school finance mechanisms that lead to great disparities
among school districts,7 state courts are beginning to uphold challenges, based on state constitutional provisions, to financing of public
school systems." Several states, and even private philanthropic
groups, are experimenting with school voucher programs in order to
give parents a choice, reward successful schools and challenge underachieving ones.9 Yet many claim that such a policy will only skim off
the best students from weaker schools, thus creating an even greater
gap between schools."0 Many states are experimenting with "charter"
schools, schools that are publicly funded but privately run."' The federal government has called for increased federal funding for schools,
as well as the creation of national education standards. Yet many
state governors and Republican members of Congress resist more
federal authority in a traditionally state-governed area.
Despite high per capita spending, American twelfth-grade students rank among the lowest in the developed world (even interpreting that term broadly) in mathematics and the sciences."2 Here
too, both citizens and government members are clamoring for action.
The education law of Western countries that fare better in international comparison differs significantly from the U.S. system. For
example, both German and French education law provide for education funding that leads to far less variance in the quality of schools
than is the case in the United States. In addition, many German
states provide for both college preparatory schools and vocational
schools. Despite our own system's shortcomings and other countries'
superior performance in secondary education, comparative law has
7. Rodriguez v. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist., 411 U.S. 1 (1973).
8. See, e.g., Brigham v. State, 692 A.2d. 384 (Vt. 1997); see also State Constitutional Law - School Funding - Ohio Supreme Court Declares State's Public School
FinancingSystem Unconstitutional- DeRolph v. State, 677 N.E.2d 733 (Ohio 1997),

111 HARv. L. REV. 855 (1998).
9. See, eg., Dominick Cireli, Jr., Utilizing School Voucher Programsto Remedy

School FinancingProblems,30 AKRON L. REv. 469 (1997).
10. See Carol Nissenson & Roger S. Glass, Vouchers Won't Do, VASH. POST,
Mar. 3,1998, at C08.
11. See Fern Shen, In Montgomery, a Move Toward CharterSchools: Board Proposes Guidelinesfor Allowing Them, WASH. POST, Mar. 11, 1998, at BO1.
12. See June Kronholz, U.S. 12th-Graders Rank near Bottom in Math, Science,
WALLST. J., Feb. 25,1998, at B04.
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paid relatively little attention to foreign education law.
On the other hand, the United States has many private and state
universities that are well-equipped by international standards. This
result was achieved in part by using a legal structure that allows state
universities to charge fees that are low compared to those at private
universities but quite high in comparison to foreign state universities.
As a result, the cost of sending a child to college is a major factor in
the financial planning of many American families. What are the legal
ramifications of state (and federal) law that provide an internationally-low tax rate, yet allow charging of significant fees for the use of
public institutions?
B. Pension Systems andSocial Security
Over the past several decades, U.S. law (especially tax law) has
allowed the individual worker to play a greater role in establishing his
own pension fund. The public social security system, by contrast,
serves to provide only a minimum pension. There have also been
calls for privatizing the social security system, such that individuals
could opt out of it. Some argue that the investment of funds that now
go into social security would lead to significantly higher returns for
the worker; others respond that such a system would unfairly benefit
high-income earners and whites.13 By contrast, many Western countries still mandate a more traditional state-sponsored pension system,
at least in part as a method of redistributing wealth. How do these
legal systems compare?
C. Health Care and Care of the Aging
Profound changes are also at work in health law, where the
range of policies and issues under discussion is broad. For example,
at the beginning of his first term of office, President Clinton proposed
a new system of health care. For various reasons, this plan was never
enacted. Since then, the United States has seen a significant increase
in the number of people who get their health coverage from health
maintenance organizations (HMOs). In light of claims that patient
care is suffering due to the pressures that HMOs place on both patients and health care professionals, their legal regulation has also increased. 4 In addition, some thirty-five million Americans have no
13. See Richard W. Stevenson, To Social Security Critics, The Argument is Simple, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 2, 1998, at A01.
14. One highly publicized example is the passage of both federal law and state
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health coverage at all, making them dependent upon charity institutions and all levels of government. As a partial response to this
problem, President Clinton recently announced moves to expand
children's medical care."
In addition, the United States has no global elder care system
that covers all necessary home and hospital nursing services. Yet another issue is the great rise in doctors' disability claims, which some
experts warn is a sign of increasing dissension in the ranks of the
medical profession. At least some16 of this dissension is a result of the
changes brought about by HMOs.
Other Western countries are addressing similar problems due to
the skyrocketing cost of medical care. Germany and France, among
others, have introduced legal reforms in recent years in order to address health care cost problems. Unlike the United States, both of
these countries continue to support a national health service that
provides coverage to all residents and is the main source of medical
care in the country. In addition, Germany instituted a mandatory
system of old-age insurance. For a variety of reasons, these countries
have life expectancy rates superior to those of men and women in the
United States. What are the relative merits of each system, and what
would be the legal implications of any attempt to borrow from foreign models?
D. Systems RegardingFamily Law Issues,
IncludingParental
7
Care
Foster
and
Adoption
Leave,
According to a 1998 U.N. survey of 152 countries, the United
States is one of only six countries that does not have a national policy
requiring paid maternity leave. 8 In addition, the Clinton administration recently recommended to Congress that federal spending on
laws requiring health insurers to cover at least two days of hospital stay for a woman
after the delivery of a child. Many HMOs had provided coverage for only twentyfour hours of hospital care. See also David S. Hilzenrath, Medicine's GrowingBattle:
Getting Health Plans to Pay, WASH. PosT, Mar. 11, 1998, at A01.
15. See Clinton Announces Moves to Expand Children's Medical Care, WASH.

PosT, Feb. 19, 1998, at A09.
16. See David S. Hilzenrath, Disability Claims Rise for Doctors: Disappointed
with HMO's, Many Opt Out for Benefits, WASH. PosT, Feb. 16,1998, at A01.

17. Although family law is usually considered a private lawv field, the enactment
of a statutory system mandating family leave policies would be more appropriately
characterized as a public legal system.
18. See Elizabeth Olson, U.N. Surveys PaidLeave for Mothers, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb.
16,1998, at A05.
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child care be increased, so that more working parents could continue
working during the early years of their children's lives. This approach is radically different from that taken by western European
countries, where national laws provide not only for paid maternity
leave, but frequently guarantee a mother (or father) the right to take
up to three years off from work after the birth of a child. Rather than
encouraging parents to return quickly to work, the law provides an
incentive for the parent to take time off to be with the child. The
mother or father then has a right to return to his or her previous job.
What are the ramifications of these systems? Although comparativists have considered some of the relevant foreign statutes, the issue is
not being pursued with the vigor that one would expect when considering an issue that affects millions of working parents.
E. Land Use Systems
Except for a few areas regulated by national law, a central feature of land use policy in the United States is its great variation
among states and within states.19 How do foreign nations use constitutional principles and legislation in this field, and what have been
the results? Have these systems solved problems still prevalent here?
For example, U.S. cities are often seen as one of the main failures of
domestic land use and social policy at all levels." Despite the revival
of some cities, such as Pittsburgh, during the virtually uninterrupted
economic upswing of recent years, many city centers remain dangerous, especially at night. Whites (nowadays, poor whites) continue to
flee to the suburbs, creating greater racial segregation as minorities
remain within the cities.2' In surrounding areas, problems of long
commuting times and lack of green space continue unabated.
Certainly, no foreign system has a panacea that would allow the
United States to solve the problems of its cities overnight." However, many western European city centers are alive in the evening,
and, by American standards, relatively safe. Green space for recreation near cities remains. What has been the cost of such foreign land
19. There are some states, however, such as Washington, Oregon and California,
that have significant state-level laws.
20. See, e.g., PAUL PETERSON, THE PRICE OF FEDERALISM 153-74 (1995).
21. See William Booth, One Nation, Indivisible: Is it History? Soon, No Single
Group Will Comprise Majority, WASH. POST, Feb. 22,1998, at A01.
22. For example, although French cities are safe by American standards, many
problems occur in the "satellite cities" established outside of larger metropolitan areas.
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use policies? Is the result less freedom for the individual or fewer of
the single-family homes that so many Americans desire? Especially
in an area in which at least some states are reconsidering their basic
land use principles,' comparative law could provide some guidance
and perspective.
F. CriminalLaw Systems
Of all Western countries, the United States has by far the highest
crime rate. In reaction to the crime problem and the problem of disparate sentences being handed down for the same crime, the federal
government and individual states passed sentencing guidelines and
minimum sentencing laws. In response to the national drug usage
problem, the federal government created new categories of crimes
designed to deter illegal drug activity. In reaction to problems such
as pedophile recidivism, both the federal government and many
states passed "Megan's law" statutes, which require convicted pedophiles, upon release from prison, to notify the community of their
presence.24 As a result of these and other factors, the United States
has some 1.8 million people behind bars and 5.5 million people on
probation, in jail or prison or on parole. This latter figure represents
almost three percent of the country's adult population.' These statistics are extraordinarily high by Western standards. Given these figures, could comparativists perform more useful work in determining
what approaches other Western systems take in their criminal justice
systems, and whether those approaches are desirable and compatible
with U.S. constitutional concepts?
G. Systems of Government Structure, Such asFederalism
Over the past thirty-five years, the United States has experimented with several different approaches to federalism. During the
Johnson administration, the country embarked on the Great Society
23. Washington and Oregon passed new land use planning statutes relatively recently. See Comprehensive Land Use Planning Coordination Act, OR.REV. STAT.
§§ 197.005-197.860 (1998); Growth Management Planning by Selected Counties and
Cities, WASH. REv. CODE. §§ 36.70A-36.70A.902 (West 1998).
24. See 42 U.S.C. § 14071 (1998). For an example of relevant state laws, see
MASS. GEN. LAW ch. 6, § 178F (1998). The U.S. Supreme Court has recently refused
to hear a challenge that one of these "Megan's laws" violated the constitutional prohibition against double jeopardy. See W.P. v. Verniero, 119 F.3d 1077 (3d Cir. 1997),
cert. denied, 118 S.CL 1039 (1998).
25. U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, CORRECTIONS
STATISTICS (1997).
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Program. The Nixon, Ford and Carter years saw general revenue
sharing. Presidents Reagan and Bush moved the country to less federal involvement in state and local affairs and financing. President
Clinton signed legislation transferring much of the responsibility for
aid to the indigent to the states, yet he has also supported a greater
federal role in education policy. In the meantime, the U.S. Supreme
Court handed down a number of federalism decisions, leading some
to surmise that federalism will be the Court's next great agenda.
Other federal States must address the same issues, including the
power of constituent units, their relative wealth, the federation's role
in directing the distribution of wealth around the country and the role
that constituent units should play in relation to one another (i.e., cooperation or competition). What have been the results of other federations' constitutions, laws, and jurisprudence in this regard?
H. EnvironmentalRegulatory Regimes
Despite the great increase in significance of environmental law
in recent years, comparative analysis of national systems' environmental regulation is still in its infancy. A comparative analysis of
foreign efforts to address air, water and soil pollution certainly could
be of use to domestic policy makers attempting to solve domestic environmental problems. In addition, comparative environmental systems analysis could aid multinational efforts to harmonize environmental law. Parties to multilateral conferences could better
understand the approach that other countries take to environmental
regulations, permitting negotiating proposals and final products to be
drafted in a manner acceptable to all participants.
In addition to these public law systems, government regulation
of private law "system" providers may provide a fruitful source of
comparative law inquiry. These systems include infrastructure systems such as water, electricity, natural gas and telephone services. At
the time of this writing, these systems are in a state of flux in many
Western countries. For example, European countries are in the process of privatizing many industries that for decades were monopolies
of the State. Finally, public law regulation of many other types of industries, such as banking, environmental systems, insurance and a
host of others, plays a major role in the legal structure of every Westem country. What lessons does foreign regulation of these systems
have for the United States?
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M. Why Research Often Ignores Public Law Systems
As noted above, much of current American comparative law literature places relatively little emphasis on these public law system issues, despite their omnipresence in the political debates of the day.
Despite his strong private law interests, Professor Schlesinger did
consider public law and legal systems issues, such as criminal law systems and public systems of legal services for the poor. Why is it that
many other comparative law scholars (especially American comparative law scholars) do not study foreign legal systems? In addition to
the historical reasons mentioned above, there may be several others:
A. Public Law as Too Culturally-Based
Private law addresses relationships-business relationships,
family relationships, etc.-that are arguably similar in all Western
cultures. By contrast, public law is sometimes seen to express more
directly the history, tradition and culture of each individual nation.
Since public law reflects different national characters, the argument
goes, comparative public law simply might not be as useful an enterprise. Yet the current surfacing in many Western countries of the
same problems stemming from public legal systems clearly reveals
that this approach is not correct, at least in reference to public legal
systems issues in general. Despite differences in national history and
culture, nations may be willing to consider foreign models, and comparative lawyers could do more to support such efforts.?
B. No Short-Term Commercial Necessity
Few short-term commercial interests exist that encourage comparative legal systems research. Private law, by contrast, often reflects commercial needs. For example, investors and others are very
interested in determining how foreign law interprets joint venture
contracts. Public legal systems-as important as they are in determining the long-term competitiveness of countries through their influence on the creation of a skilled labor force and provision of infra26. There are some instances in which the United States and individual states at
least considered foreign public legal systems as a source of ideas for new legislation.
Examples include the review by Washington state officials of the German land use
planning law and the consideration by the U.S. Congress of the Canadian health care
system. Yet American comparative law scholars, as a group, played a relatively little
role in this process. By contrast, in Germany, comparative lawyers are much more
integrated into the process of government consideration of foreign law systems during the development of domestic policy.
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structure-do not generate the same type of short-term interest.27
C. Divide Between Law and PublicPolicy
The traditional divide between law and public policy in the
United States could be another reason for American neglect of foreign legal systems.' American law school courses that address public
legal systems topics often focus on individual rights issues and issues
of how that field of law interacts with the courts. For example, a
major health law textbook dedicates over 300 of its first 450 pages to
issues of professional liability, rights of the patient to confidentiality
and the tort system for medical injuries. Only thereafter does the
text address the health care "system" as such. It devotes thirty-five
pages to all government health care programs and another thirty-five
to uninsured patients.2 The text dedicates some seven pages (out of
more than 1,200) to the concept of national health insurance. While
public policy schools and specialists may focus more on systems,
these individuals and institutions often do not have the legal training
necessary to engage in a complete discussion of foreign law issues.
As a result, American comparative law suffers from a dearth of
scholarship in these public legal fields.
D. America as a Common Law Country
American lawyers generally, and American comparativists by
extension, are the inheritors of the common law system. With the exception of law in a very few states, we have few true "codes" in the
civil tradition sense of a comprehensive statement of the law." Traditional American legal training is based upon the case method. We
approach the law as the accumulation of a series of cases that define
27. To the extent that public structures have immediate commercial impact, they
too receive greater comparative study. Thus, comparative research is done on topics
such as securities regulation.
28. There may be some exceptions to this general rule. For example, law schools
and law professors often address federalism issues, i.e., issues related to the structure
of the public system of government. However, this American focus does not often
spill over into the comparative analysis of other federal legal systems.
29. See BARRY R. FURROW ET AL., HEALTH LAW: CASES, MATERIALS AND
PROBLEMS (2d ed. 1991). The text does dedicate, in a separate chapter on health
care cost control, some twenty pages to payment of physicians under government
programs and fifteen pages to providers such as HMOs. Interestingly, the third edition of this casebook devotes four pages (two on England and two on Germany) to
foreign health care systems. BARRY R. FuRRow ET AL., HEALTH LAW: CASES,
MATERIALS AND PROBLEMS 747-51 (3d ed. 1997).
30. Louisiana, and to some extent California, are exceptions to the general rule.
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and give structure to the law, often with a focus on individual rights.
This background is hardly one that leads to a focus on any legal systems, much less foreign ones. Thus, even American comparativists
sometimes structure their textbooks around cases rather than around
concepts or systems. By contrast, legal comparativists from the civil
tradition are raised on the concepts of codes and systems. Thus, it is
little wonder that those comparativists tend to be readier to engage in
cross-legal system analysis than are their common law counterparts.
E. American Focus on Local andState, RatherThan National
Systems
In comparison to foreign law, U.S. law focuses more on state and
local issues than on national systems.31 For Americans, "comparative" law often means looking to the laws not of foreign countries,
which function according to different basic principles, but to the laws
of the several states. The U.S. states ostensibly act as "laboratories,"
so that other states can benefit from their legal experimentation.'
Foreign legal systems are often viewed as just that-foreign-and
thus not particularly relevant to the American experience.
A corollary to this point, which applies to both public and private comparative law analysis, is that the size and geographical location of the United States do not promote comparative law scholarship. Most continental European countries share borders with
several other countries, and many if not most of the citizens of those
countries have some contact with their neighbors. Such contacts occur through a wide range of activities. For example, the system of
"twinning" cities in different European countries leads to exchanges
of students, athletes and city officials, among others, from those cities
and towns. Similarly, many Europeans travel or work in other European countries. Thus, there are frequent opportunities for citizens to
experience foreign schools, health care facilities or tax policies.
By contrast, many Americans leave the United States for only a
limited time, if at all. The borders with Canada and Mexico are thousands of miles away for many U.S. citizens. Thus, foreign law, and
31. This focus is due, in part, to the federalist structure of the United States, but
even in comparison to those of other federations, the U.S. constituent units are quite
strong and thus command greater attention.

32. As political scientists have noted, however, states do not intentionally act as
laboratories; rather, they try to solve their own problems. The result is that states
often have little incentive to share their solutions with other states, which are unaware of successful solutions. See PETERSON, supra note 20, at 35.
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foreign legal systems especially, simply do not have the immediacy
with which foreign law in Europe is invested.
F. Difficulty of Generalizationin the Public Systems Arena
Over the past sixty years, many private law fields have experienced a significant amount of convergence among the American
states. While the passage of the Uniform Commercial Code, the
American Law Institute's draft laws and the Restatements of the
Law, for example, have not eliminated all differences among the laws
of the U.S. states in the relevant private law fields, it is probably fair
to say that divergences are not as great as they once were. By contrast, U.S. state public systems continue to vary radically, not only
from state to state but from locality to locality. One need only consider state school systems, tax systems, environmental law or welfare
systems to find great differences in public law. Thus, one major issue
becomes: what is the basis for comparing the "American" system and
a foreign law system. The great diversity among U.S. public law systems creates an initial stumbling block: one must either find common
principles among the U.S. states so as to establish a base of comparison with the foreign system, or one must address the foreign system
and the differences among the U.S. state laws.
G. Less Law School ProfessorInteractionwith the "Practice"of
PublicLaw
Many American law professors are active in national and state
bar committees, Association of American Law School committees,
restatement projects and other endeavors primarily in the field of
private law. By contrast, probably somewhat fewer professors are active on a professional level with the political process, which may well
play a greater role in public legal systems law than it would in established private law fields such as contracts law. Thus, there are perhaps fewer American; comparative law professors who can bring to
their research the expertise that comes from active collaboration in
the process of creating law.
H. Lack of Avenues for Systems Research
Comparative lawyers pursuing private law research usually require a relatively limited number of research tools. Especially in the
case of research in civil law jurisdictions, these materials include major treatises and judicial decisions in a relatively closely circum-
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scribed area of the law. By contrast, comparative legal systems research requires legal materials in a broad range of areas. For example, if a researcher wishes to consider public regulation of the educational system, that researcher must consider national constitutional
law; state constitutional law (if one is considering a federal state);
federal and/or state administrative law; federal, state and local tax
sovereignty generally; and the fiscal arrangements for schools, all in
addition to federal, state and local law directly relating to schools.
Few of even the best American research law libraries contain the materials needed to perform such research, thus requiring the comparative public law specialist to spend considerable time overseas.
Even when these materials are available, there are, in comparison to private law fields, relatively few public law reference works
that can orient the comparative systems researcher within the field.
Similarly, few foreign law schools offer courses that would provide
expert guidance to foreigners getting their bearings in these fields.
Thus, the public law researcher must gain familiarity with larger portions of the foreign law library than is the case with private law research. If the research is being performed in a country where English
is not the official language, the researcher will probably need even
more facility with that language than is the case with the more limited
inquiry into one private law field.
I.

Style andLength of Foreign Systems Scholarship
Comparative private law scholarship often addresses a single issue within a private law field, the parameters of which are wellknown or long-established. By contrast, comparative public systems
scholarship must, by its nature, address an entire system. This systems analysis approach creates certain difficulties that relate specifically to the publication of research results.
First, articles that analyze systems in any depth at all tend to be
longer than private law articles. The result can be greater difficulty
in placing these articles in reputable law reviews, especially those not
dedicated exclusively to comparative and international law. Even
journals that specialize in comparative law, however, often publish
articles thirty-five pages or fewer in length. It is difficult, to say the
least, to analyze a foreign system, much less to make any serious conclusions about it, in that page length. This problem is exacerbated if
the researcher attempts not only to analyze a foreign system but also
to compare that law to another system.
In addition, these comparative systems articles violate the "stan-
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dard" law review article format in at least two ways. First, a foreign
systems piece may focus on analyzing a foreign system in detail. In so
doing, the author may not make the recommendations that are perhaps more typical of private law scholarship (beginning even at the
level of law student notes) or more appropriate in response to a case
or line of cases. Serious comparative systems scholars realize that
many factors-legal, historical and cultural, among others-go into
the creation of a legal system. Simple conclusions regarding the desirability of a system tend to be merely simplistic.
Second, with the exception of certain technical fields such as tax,
articles that law review editors consider for publication frequently
discuss one particular case or a series of cases. By contrast, the comparative systems article-especially those addressing civil law jurisdictions-often cite cases secondarily, if at all. Thus, comparative
systems articles do not have the same "look and feel" as do many
other law review articles.
The comparative systems researcher can eliminate these problems, of course, by publishing books, rather than articles. That route
brings its own hurdles, however. Junior scholars are discouraged
from undertaking such major projects. Even senior faculty may run
into constraints, such as the limitation on summer research grants
that makes them available for research that leads to publication of an
article but not for research that leads to the publication of a book.
IV. Conclusion
Public law systems are a rich source for comparative law research because most major Western societies struggle with similar
problems and structures to which public systems attempt to respond.
Especially in the Western world, societies are similar enough, and
share enough of a common legal culture, to facilitate comparison.
Yet these societies are also varied enough to give each national legal
system some perspective on its own approach to public law issues.
Thus, public law research could be especially fruitful for American
law scholars, since the United States often takes a significantly different approach to public law issues than do continental Eu:ropean countries.
Yet comparative public systems research need not always focus
on differences; it can also focus on similarities. Comparative public
law scholars may find, in some cases, that different nations are indeed
following, for better or worse, similar paths. This research is also
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valuable, for it may reassure a system-perhaps against internal
challenge-that it has chosen a workable course.
In all cases, comparative public systems research helps answer
questions such as how the ideals of democracy, justice and general
welfare are interpreted and applied in ostensibly similar societies.
Professor Schlesinger showed the way in this regard by focusing not
only on private law but also on public legal systems topics. It is now
for the next generation of scholars to follow in this path by complementing the traditional private law focus of comparative law with increased study of public law, and especially of public legal systems.

